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ABSTRACT
The generalized Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian is used to give a
.systematic "treatment.of magnetic and other relativistic inter-
2
molecular energies through 0(rX ) (where C<. is the fine structure
constant) for intermolecular separations, R , sufficiently large
that the charge distributions of the two molecules do not overlap
and yet not large enough to involve retardation effects.
In part I the theory is discussed in general and many
interesting types of interaction energies are obtained. These
energies depend upon the spin and orb^Lal angular momentum states
of the interacting molecules.
In part II the interaction of two neutral non-degenerate atoms
(with zero spin and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers) is
considered as an example of the general theory. It is shown t.hat
2 4
the interaction energy has a ter~i varying as £*• /R which is of
longer range than the usual London dispersion energy and which may
be significant in low energy atomic scattering problems.
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RELATIVISTIC INTERMOLECULAR FORCES; GENERAL THEORY £j
1.1 Introduction . . .
Magnetic coupling terms"are included in the,relativistic •
corrections to the Schredinger equation. The magnitude of the energy-
correct-ions due to these coupling terns is small in atoms cf low atomic
nunl'Di" wiiei's tliis^.: i 1-StV.iivJers coup'.ing is applicable and becomes
larger in j-j coupled atoms. The relativistic energy of a molecule
is comparable to the sum of the relativislic energies of its component
atoms. Even though the relativistic corrections to the energy are
often small, the magnetic coupling terms are nevertheless important. ^
They are responsible for "forbidden transitions" which are frequently
significant in atomic and molecular spectroscopy and nay also play an
important role in atomic and molecultr collision processes.
In this paper we give a systematic treatment of relativistic-
2 Iintermolecular energies, accurate through 0( CX ) (where o*-~* ''-
I
is the fine structure constant). Many interesting new types of
interaction energies are obtained. For example, in part II, we
consider in detail the interaction of two ground state rare gas atoms
separated by a large interatomic distance R. It is shown that the
interaction energy has a term varying as 1/R which is of longer
4 M
range than the usual London dispersion energy. The I/ R term, which
2is often small since it is of 0(CX ), is due to the dispersion type S





The existence "of re iJti vist ic irtermole'.ular energies has-been
known for a long time, hut: they, cio nc;.t seem to have been studied
'systematically before. Indeed, three o.f one or-bital-magnetic interaction
2
terms were recently obtained by Mavroysnnis ard Stephen (see Sec. 1.4).
One c.f these energies, .of t/v^'n / , ts ncn zero only for .the inter-
action'of optically active ir.oK-cules and ••--.ay be cf biological significance.
The deve'loprpenf .presented here is based on the generalized Breit--
3
Pauli approximation to the <=>:'.CL n-.ole«.ular re lativi scic Hamiltouian,
H :H * ^ rlII I I e> ' CA I /re
wher-e
Here H is the i i sua l non - r e i a t L v i s v i c e l ec t ron i ' J l lamil tonian (we
c - "
assume the Born-Oppeniiei iper approx ina t i on) and the term linear in
2 - • • •(X gives the e f f ec t s of o r b i t - o r b i t , s p i n - s p i n , and ' sp in-orb i t
coupling and other r e l a t ivistic e f f e c t s . If f and t.g_ are the
electronic -.lon-rela'tivist'ic wave i unc t ion and -energy- of the system
then the re la t : ivis t ic ccrrect icn to t-t , ' T.orrect through LJ(&> ) } is
1. H. ^rgenau, Rev. Mod. Phys. _H_._ 1 ('1930).
2. C. Mavroyannis-and M. J. Stephen, Mol. Phys. 5., 629 (1962)..
3. The equations given in the Introduction are numbered according to
where they occur in the main text.





In Sec. i.4 ' I l r e l is expanded in powers oi i/R . Then using
Eq. ( 1 . 2 - 2 ) and (1 .2-4) we ob ta in





Here Co gives the relativistic energy of tht isolated molecules o-
L eu)
and b and CL is the r e i a i iv i s t i c interact ion energy (al l
y
accurate through (j(<* ) ). The interaction energy (including non-




In Sec. 1.3 we discuss b r ie f ly seme of the results of the usjal
non-rf: lativ ist i c t r e a tmen t of long rr.nge nolecv.lar interact ion
i_-nsr£,ies. By long range we mean an interniol tcular separation, R, fe
s u f f i c i e n t l y large that the charge d i s t r i b u t i o n s of the two nolecules
do not over lap and %et not large enough, to i n v o l v e r e t a rda t i on e f f e c t s
(see Sec. 1 3). F i r r thc-jc va lues c-l 1% I'lie r .on-i 'elat i v i s t i c i n t e r - fr.sj
ac t ion energy of the ;nolocu!es a and b, c. , a:\d the wave
a -j




In Appendix l.A the general coefficient for the 1/R-expansion
of r«rel is expressed as a sum of- terir.s involving products, of
irreducible tensor operators of the molecules- a and b'. In
Appendix l.B these coefficients are give.n explicitly through CxC/ft ).
both in irreducible tensorial form and in terms of Cartesian
coordinates.
In this work we use the following notation: The two molecules
a and b contain together V nuclei and /n electrons. In general
we use Greek indites for nuclei and Roman indices for electrons.
The operators for the spin and linear rnomei-.Uim of. the j-th electron
arc. denoted by S; 'and Q.-. - '/t V; . respectively. All
—'J ' J J
results are in atomic units; :ncr gy —' G /Q.o , length '-- Q,0 ,
where OL0 is the Hohr radius. Further, :the vector going from
electron k to electron j , say, is L-ii = X": - JCa . '
In particular for the computation of long range energies we:
denote the n electrons in molecule a by the subscripts j and k;
— a
the 'Y nuclei in molecule a bv c* and B ; the n.
a " . ' b
electrons in b by u and t; the ^Y£ nuclei in b by <f and b.
The intermolecular separation, R , is defined as the distance
between the' "center" of molecule a and £he "center" of molecule b
(the precise loc..-ion of. these "centers" is arbitrary).. For
infirfite R the states of .the isolated molecules a and b are
characterized by the collection of quantum numbers A and B
respectively. The geometry of the problem is given in Fig. 1.1-1
with the z-axis pointed from a to. b .
4. Note that «<• is also used to denote the fine structure const, .it.



































































1.2 The Breit-PauVi Approximation
In the usual calculation of molecular electronic energies
(with nuclei held f ixed) the Hamiltonian for the system is assumed
to be
However, in addition to the 'non-relativi stic Hamtltonian, H ',
the complete Hamiltonian contains additional terms which allow for
relativistic effects (which include magnetic interactions). In
order to treat these relativistic effects exactly one has to employ
quantum electrodynamics. However,' corrections to the. non-relativistic
energy, through jfa) i can be obtained by using the generalized
- '6 '
Breit-Pauli approximation. The generalized Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian
has the form
a- 2-2)
If . T a.\d t_& are the electronic non-relativistic wave function
5.. For a discussion of the approximations introduced by the Borri-
. . Oppenheimer approximation, see for example A'. Dalgarno and R.
McCarroU,Proc. Roy. Soc. A237. 383 (1956); A239. 413 (1957);
D. W. Jepson and J. 0. Hirschfelder, J. Chem. Phys. 32^ , 1323
(1960); A. Fro'man, "J. Chem. Phys. 36, 1490 (1962); W. R." Thorson,
J. (?hem. Phys. 37, 433 (1962).
6. J. 0. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss and R. B. Bird/ "The Molecular
Theory of Gases and Liquids" (John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,"New York,
1954), p. 1044. "
and energy for the s.ystem
then the relativistic correction to ^ . correct through LxCc^ *")
 t ts
g'":
8 9For most p rac t i ca l purposes , t h i s accuracy is s u f f i c i e n t . ' Our
paper is s p e c i f i c a l l x conce rned w i t h the; d e t e r m i n a t i o n of molecular
i n t e r a c t i o n energ ies w i t h a c c u r a c v . ibvou.,'11 Cl/Cc/.1) .
the B r c i t - P a u l t HaT.i l"t o.-. i r »n . acctr ato t l i rough (^(yC") , is
derived for a two e l ec t ron a t o m b- Be the and S a l p e t e r . * The
. 7. If higher order perturbation theory :s used one can obtain some,
but not all, of the correction terns of order oft oCw, etc. Of
course, one cannot obtain corrections o£ odd order in »<• with
this approximation. Furtherncre, the Breiv-Pauli equation is
not completely serf-consistent and divergences are encountered
if it i-s treated in L-gher order perturbation theory; see ref. 11,
p. 179.
8! R. McWeeny, "Innerpr-;tatior. of Spin r.a-?i 1 Lonian Parameters",.
Preprint, March, 1964. Quantum Theory Group, University of Keele,
to be pub! :hed in "Advances in Quantum Chemistry" (edited by
P. 0. Lowdin, Academic Press, New York, 1965), vol. II.
9. G. G. Hall and A. T. Amos, "Molecular Orbital Theory of the Spin
Properties of Conjugated Molecules", Preprint, May 1964,
Quantum Mechanics Group, Department of Mathematics, University
of Nottingham.
10. The starting point for this Hamiltonian is the Breit Hamiltonian:
G. Breit, Phy's. Rev. 34, 553 (1929); 6^_, 383 (1930); 39, 616 (1932),
11. H. A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter, "Quantum Mechanics of One- and Two-
Electron Atoms" (Academic Press, New York, 1957), p. 170 et. seq.
general iza t ion t.u a molecular system is given by l i irschfelder ,
' _ , „ . , 6 .12 ,13Curtiss and Bird' . •
u '-r-i -
(1.2-8)
12. A. Sessler, J. '.I. Van Vleck, W. Kleiner, H. A. Bethe, J. C.
Slater and W. Pauli contributed to the derivation of this
Corsn of the Hamiltonian.
13. T'.ie form of lip is different. tron\ the corresponding equation
of r-ef. 6. However, In the context of Eq. (1.2-4) these
operators are equivalent, see ref. 11, p. 182. .
In the generalized Brei t -Paul i KamiLton ian we Uavc omitted terms
• . 14
which take in to account the e f f e c t s 01 nuclear spin: they are of
2
order p^'/M, where M. is a nuclear nast>._ Also we have assumed
•••.hat no external electnr or magnet ic f i e lds are present,. The
addi t ional terms ."rising f rom t h e - e f f e c t s of ex t e iua l f i e lds are
discussed in Append ix l .D .
The- s i g n i f i c a n c e of the various terms in the gi ncr'a^ized
B r e i t - P a u l i H a m i l l o n j a n of £q. ( 1 . 2 - 5 ) have been d i szussed by
, . , . . c ,11 ,16 .
several authors in oeta . i l :
H corresponds LO the c l a s s i ca l e led ro:aagnet ic. coupl ing of
rhe e lec t rons through the i n t r c r a c i ion of the- aagr.e t ic f i e l d s
14. The e f f e c t s of nuclear s p i n are d i s c u s s e d , for example , in
tht r ev i ew a r t i c l e s r o f s . 3 and 9.
15. The terms aris-ing in the Ike i t - P a u l i iiani 1 for . i an d u e - t - o the
presence of external f i e l d s are discussed in re:. 6 and 11..
16. In p a r t i c u l a r , the. spin Kami l ion i.'tns have been, discussed and
used f r e q u e n t l y in problems of chemical i n t e re s t . See for
example the review ar t ic les , r 'efs. 8 and 9,. and the references
given there. In a d d i t i o n see: A. Frornan. Phys . Rev. 112, .
870 (1958); H.- F; Hameka, J. Chem. Phys. h?, 2209 (1962);
M. Blume and R. E. Watson, Proc. P.oy. Soc. A271 . 565 (1963);
J. S. G r i f f i t - h . Phys. Rev. _1_32, -316' (1963); S. H... Gla rum,
. J. Chem. Phys. '39., 31^1 (1963 j ; 'A . D. McLachlan, Molec. Phys.
6_, A41 (1963); R. D. Sharma, J. Ciien-. Phys . 38, 2350 (1963);
K. B lume , A. J. -Freeman and R. F.. W a t s o n . ^ Phys. Rev. ^'34,
A320 (1964); Lue-Yung Chow C h i u . J. chern. Phys. £0j 2276
(1964); S. Korde and E. Duval , J. Chon. ptiys. Aj_, 315 (1964);
Huang Wu-Han, J.in Fu-Cheng and Ziiu J i -Kang . Proc. Phys. Soc.
84, S61 (1964). The other terms in the B r e i t - F a u l i
Hami l ton ian do not seem to be used as f requent ly as the
spin Hamil tcnians . i lowever, see for example: A. Froman,
Revfli Mod. Phys. 3.2, 317 (I960); E. dement i , .1. Chen. Phys.
38, 2248 (1963); H. Har tman and K. Clexent i . Phys. Rev. 1_33,
A1295 (1964). R. C h r i s t o f f e r s e n has recent ly calculated
the orbi t -orbi t c o u p l i n g in 1U us ing the Wang function
(to be published in J. C'r:em.- P a y s . ) - ' .
17. See "for example J. D. Jackson, "Classical Electrodynamics"
(John Wi ley and Sons Inc., New York, I*1962), p. 4lT.
10,
created by their motion. U contains terms which couple the orbital
8
magnet-ic moments of the electrons.
H J,ives the interaction between the spin magnetic moments of
the"electrons. The Fermi contact tern, involving the delta M
function, -ives the behaviour when r = 0 . ihe second term,j,<
cor responding to the usua l (magnet ic -ci.ipoie) - (magnet i c -d ipo le )
9.11interaction, is only applicable when r., £ 0 . '
JK
II, represent.-; the spin-orbit magnetic- coupling between electrons.
S L "
The first term gives the interaction between the spin of an
electron and the magnetic moment associated with its motion.' The
remainder of H gives the spin-other orbit coupling between
5^ \j
the pin of one electron and the orbital magnetic n.onient of another.
H is the reiati vist i«- correction due t.o the variation of mass
P
with velocity,.
H' is a term characteristic of the Dirac theory, which has no
simple interpretation. It is important to note that in the




provided that ' obeys the boundary conditions associated with
stationary states.
18. This is'easily shown using the method of ref. 11, p. 182-3.
i
11
S t r i c t l y s p e a k i n g , the •-.-£• c.l cJ-.t genei a i i zc-tl B re i t -Pau l i
Hamiltonian is l i m i t e d cc:
 ; y f : p i r , = p a v i n g r.uc'ci w i t h Z « 137.
However, th is ciee? not seerr co be
 ;> y:r a-: t ica i l i m i t a t i o n for many
problems of c h e m i c a l i - . i e r e j - i . s ir .ct the- -'alon;.? electrons are
shielded by the i n n e r .-he1.1. £ u c L r o n ; c-.r.d arc -.o!. apprec iab ly
a i: fee Led by the b:\±c_ v.u-: U5or :!>:u'£i-.-
, q
Bethe 'ar .c l S a . ' p f i e r " ' ti-p!: :»=•: «t c h ' i t • "The B r e i r equa t ion
gives the J e a ; h r g t c i x . !'-:r LI;..' ro Lit ;v; ~r ; •: c o r r e c t i o n s LD the
in te rac t ion betwf-f .n two e i t - c t i .-,-r. - . LI i he ik c i r operator is treated
2
by f i r s t ordci. ptr t n rh - s i ) on t h c - " r s . " Tbi : - t e r m is rf order ^ .
'*The B r e i L equal ion ".^'••rn.. t w ! t - - . : . i i t r,,.--di. L; c st :o'.i . he t isod c o n s i s t e n t l y
to c v . i l u . t e h i g h e r ^ i ' U : r ecu i Pt t i c ' i i . ' i i : - . ; . a p p l i e s e q u a l l y well
to ouv -.i^e ot' th.p j^bTor a 1 i 'C-c! H: c :t - i ' - Ju ) i !i-Jini 1 t i 'p i an.
"'0Belhc- and id 1 peter our. iir-c. iiov tli-i h i g h e r 01 dtr Lenis can
be ca l cu l a t ed by C j u a n t u n : f i f . l a t heory - j s i n g h igher oirder per turbat ion
theory f o r t h e e i f c r t r o r . 1 - i n t e r i r t i o n w i t h t h e v i r t u a l r a d i a t i o n
f i e ld : "Transi t ions i n v o l v i n g the etius?ion -and absorp t ion of a
single v i r t u a l pno ton by i iie sair-c e i e c t r c n . . p lus r e normalization
terms, lead lo tho Latrb ~ n i f t " , wiuc.i is of order o^ Lnc< . Terms
of order <& can be obtained by four th crder p e r t u r b a t i o n theory
v?hich cortespon-J. to the txciien.gt of two photons . One of these
terms "corresponds to the- a b s o r p t i o n cf ttie f i r s t phcion before
the emission of the second one- Other tcr^is of the same -order of
19. Reference 11., p. 173. '
20. Reference H, p. 174.
magnitude also occur, for instance, a term representing the
emission of two successive photons by one electron, followed by




i . 3 K e n - r e l.v. i-.j -1. :.j !.;••.: K .-:.-•-. :r.'--.-r.ice >•?:• Energ ies
Let us f l i sc i 'S .s r r i e f i y .=.rnc- i : i the r e s u l t s of u i i u usual r.on-
" ' " • . ' 2
r e l a t i v i s t . . : { re air en r •:: u-.e icng r a n g e energy cr in terac t ion
between two :-.•:! ii?c •.•.•«?;; a and b, :'.:• the 'j-.ant.un: -;C2t:cs A1 and B1/
res ' f j c c ive i-v. BY "-cng • ir.je . ve rrc.r.-, an i r-t ernv. L e c u l a r separa t ion .
R, s u f f i i i cn t !v - lar uf- i^-ai th=" cn-rt.c ci ' = ,Lr ibiu ions of the LWO
raolcc-ulc-5 tic- not. ove r - . i f . "vd \ . C L :'.cc large: f.;-,^'.'..4;i Lc involve
2. ?3 "'i
retarvl . : . t i u" " ' t - i - . . - : ; = . i:c'- t:: •-.• = <.' v^ lv .cs •;•: R the ini .cr; :cti
enercv E , . an:: the •.:.;•. e f ' i p - J L: or.. T . c-'tn isc v r i u c e n in the
*' vl *>
form
V -T " ^ _j* , (1 .3 -2 )
510
 Rs
21. J. 0. H i r s ch i e ide r . C. f . . - ^ r t L ^ f t and R. B. B i r d , ''The Molecular
Theory cf Gases and I. :«-j lds" (X'h:i W i l e y and Son.; " inc . . New
'York, V?5-i ! , p. 9's 6 c.i seq.
22. In th:s u rea erne vc wo r.ake c;e cf the : orrr.al I.S.-T! of Ray le igh-
Schro'riir.j;er r«r ti '-rbat idr. t h e o r y . See ior exr.Kple Lhe review
a r t i c l e s : A D a i g a r n o , in ' 'Qudnt-'j™ Tl:ecryM (edite'a by
D- R. Bates, Acano -.ic. P r o ; - - , , i\cv; V n r i < . 1 9 6 1 ) . v o l . T. , chap. 5;
Z. 0. HLr sc'hf e lder , V.'. Bysi .; 3ro;cri aid S. "1. E p s t e i n , in
"Advances j.n Qua-.tv.n; Chemis . t r y ' 1 (edi .Led hy P. 0. Lcwdin,
Acadtri ic it e _ -= : • . New V\.;-k, i 9 f > a ; . p. 2~'.~; ci =eq.
23. H. B. f,. Casin . i r and D Folder , Fi-ys. K e v . 7J3, 360 (194S).
2^. M. R- Aub. E. A. Power ao.1 :. Zlanci: . P h i l . Kag. 2., 57V (1957);
F-. A. Power and S. Z i e r a u , N'i..-.vc. C i t r . 6. 7 (1957) , I. E.
D z i a i o s h i n s k i i, J- exp. t n e - r . ?hys . 3, 977 (1957);
A D. M c L a c h U r , Prec. Roy.' Soc A2^7j7 387 (1963); M. J.
Stephen. J: Chem. P h y f i . M3S 669 (196<*)'.
13
where r.he coefficients C and Y are indcpen-Jent of R.
s . ' s
To calculate ir.ter.T.oIecuiar aroigies it LS not necessary to
make expansions in :r:.'ers« poverH o*" the Lntfcnr.olecular separation;
indeed, such expansiuns art not valid at short rnnge. The 1/R
expansion becc:pes r.u.inirafuL v.-ner. R '> (R + R, ).- Here R is
- •:• b a
the " radius ' 1 of :co ] c c
 ;j *" g :•. ~ ' j c h i h » t c i.5«js_i_ of I he ch.irge
d i s t r i b u t i o n of ;-. ! j e s i : ; th in a sphere of r a d i u s R about it5
cen te r . Si'.i;i l.u-1 y ;!. is the. "radius1 ' )£ • • • • •Dlc^u lu 1>. The nes lsc t
of the smal l amount of charge not obeying the above r e q u i r e m e n t s
leads to terms in the- i n t e r a c t i o n ene rgv v . -h ic r . decrease exponent ia l ly
wi th inc reas ing R a r id are t h e i - j f o r e neg 1 \> ; i b ' . - ' The a;!. ..f.tage ,
of the 1/R expans ion is t h ^ t the i n J i V i d u . i i energy t e rn s i nvo lve
only the p r o p e r t i e s cf thv:: i sc la ted :ro]e"'!;ts.
2 23 24In t h i s paper we n e g l e c t r e t a r d a t i o n e i fc -c t s ' ' a > i d thus
we assume 1< « A0 vrheire A0 = n C l_ ^-1 is ^c wave length
corresponding to the t r a n s i t L o n with the largest d i p o l e moment
matrix element ( at being the e x c i t a t i o n e r - e rgy ) . In a tomic
uni ts , where ^>0 ii in u n i t s of 0,0 and A>€. in u n i t s of C/0.»^
™—. ~ \ i —'
we obtain A0 - 2-') | A £ | ~ ffb I I £>£• I
A typical value of !&£.! is 3/3 (cor', e-sponding to. H atom,
25. Strictly speaking, the interaction between particle j on a
and particle t on b leads to 1/R' type energy terns
when integrated c.-ve: these portions of configuration space
for which R > C ^i + »"bt J , the coefficients of '/ft*
depending only "weakly" en R. The integration over those
regions where R < L <"«•$-«• <Vt J lead to-terms which
decrease exponentiaily with R, See J. S, Dahler and J. 0.












2p *— » Is) s that ^o is general ly of Che crder of 2300 Q.? .
O*l ft ft
The e f f e c t cf r e t a rda t ion begins ' tc becr.tne important at
R ~ >>JS . ' . . .
The n.^ '.'.-re tat Ivisr ic. Schr cdinger equation for the bimolecular
complex a-b is
where H_ -is "given i .- r!v]. \I 2 - 1 ) . ilio non - r e l a t i v i s t ic Ha-ni l tonian
f o r ^ t h c - i n t e r ac t ion of ir.ole.ulfc a w i t h nolecuie b can be wri t ten
in the f o r m
where
and H (b) is defined similarly. Also,
/"OL 'K **
v = -
(1.3-4)/?><< . . - - - . . -
* * ** .
7.6. Reference 21, p. 967.
16
Here H (a) is the electronic Hamiltonian for the isolated
o
molecule a, with eigenfunctions | '".' ' and eigenvalues v.*n)j
(1.3-6)
Similar re lat ions hold for the isolated molecule b. The inter-
molecular energy,- |- , , of the molecules in the states A1 and B' is
Assuming n / K^ Tr\«u , the interaction potential V can be
27 28




The expansion coefficients, V , represent the interaction of the
various electrostatic multipoles of molecule a with those .of
molecule b '. For example, V^ represents the charge-charge
interaction, V- the charge-dipole interaction, V_ the dipole-
dipole interaction and charge-quadrapole interaction, etc. For
the interactior. of neutral molecules V and V? are identically
zero and the expansion for V begins with the 1/R term.
The V are discussed further in Appendix l.A.
For a perturbation calculation of the long range interaction
27. B. C. Carlson and G. S. Rushbrooke, Proc. Cambridge Phil.
Soc. A6_, 626 (1950).
28. R- J. Buehler and J. 0. Hirschfelder, Phys. Rev. 8,3, 628 (1951);
85, 149 (1952).
• • ' . ' ' 17
energy of the molecules , toe Ecro-th order problem corresponds to.
inf in i te intermolecular separation, where H becomes
u.3-9)
The zero- th order Hami lcon ian / H , has e igenfunc tions j . ( A , B )
and eigenvalues t_ (A,B) given by
(1 .3-10)
£iA,
rlence our zero-th order wave ;unctj.on is
<— (o >
and the zero-th energy is t-e ~
Having chosen H , the perturbation on H is given by the VQ,
" 22
of Eq. (1.3-8). Following the formalism of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger
perturbation theory, we write
'•V- + (1.3-12)




U/'"° . . • C<m)
Here / is Llie n-th rrder perturbed wave function and \—e, is
the n-th order perturbed energy. It should be emphasized that if
either of the wave functions |-(A') or j vB') is degenerate,
U/c<>1 - (-P(ft') ^LQ')thevi -Lhc* f.'-i ^  order tun-, t.-.or.. y^ - / ' I , nuist he




For long range interactions [ and L-g, for "* >' j




- -C, UL . . (1.3-15)
"^ ;/n -o"^
The coefficients T^n and L/rrx are independent of the
intermolecular separation R. Substituting Eq. (1-3-15) into
Eq. (1.3-13) and comparison with Eq. (1.3-1) yields the coefficients
Cs of E.v --2C./R' i
1
For the in-eraction of two neutral non-degenerate molecules, for
example, the expansion for u.
 K begins. with the 1/R term; theK3 O
1 21
usual induction and dispersion energies. ' Similarly, Eqs. (1.3-2), !




We now derive explicitly the wave function, J , through
second order in V and die energy, r , through third order
in \/ . in terms ol the expansion coefficients \/
e
' • lio m
. The first order wave function 1 is the solution of the




For convenience all perturbed wave functionSj (• , are taken
to be real. The perturbation energies to third order in \/
e
are given by
29. The normalization of the T is the same as that used
in refs. 22; namely, that the exact wave function y be
normalized to unity -through any given order in \/ .
20
(1.3-20)
(1.3-21) . . |
(11 3 - 2 2)




Equation (1.2-19) yields C(A',B') = 0 . The remaining -C's \
are determined fr .a Eq. (1.3-18) and we obtain
(13-«,
The. matrix elements- in the numerator of Eq. (1.3-24) are defined hy
+
J>_ • .
30. Here the summation is understood to be over the continuum,
states as well as over the discrete statfes of the zero
.order problem.
21
The prime on the sum in Eq. (1.3-24) means that all terms with -'••' "
A = A' and B = U1 are to be omitted. It should be emphasized
that terms with A = A' but with B £ B' ," for example, are to
V.
in Eq. (1.3-8),










Using.the second order perturbation differential equation it is










In specific problems the form of the results can often be simplified
greatly by the use of group theory (see part II).
1.4. Balat ivis t ic Long Range Ir.' eraction Energies
ii
In the Brelt-Pauli approximation the relat ivis t ic Schrodinger
equation Cor the bttnolecular complex a-b is given by
•(1.4-1)
where H and H are d e f i n e d - b y Eqs . (1.2-1) and (1.2-5)
•- P
.4-1) for c. ' , th. . respectively. We solve Eq. (1 4 1)    hrough order
2
using 'H as the zero-th order Hamilt'onian and . °^ as the
natural perturbation parameter. Thus
where
(C>(0> r~^
IT, 10 - U
T (1.4-3)
and
The limitations of the use of the Breit-Pauli approximation
ft . '
correspond to the dots in Eq. (1.4-2) and are explained in Sec. 1.2.
P(n
However, C is given accurately by Eq. (1.4-4). When the





but not too far apart ( R « X ), we can expand,
powers of the intermolecular separation R,
in inverse
(1.4-5)
Here t-0 gives the relativistic energy of the isolated
pi"
molecules a and b, and a^.V is the relativistic
interaction energy. Thus the intermolecular energy (including
both non-relativistic and relativistic terms) is given by
-(1.4-6)
Jf&m
Substituting Eq. (1.2-5) into Eq. (1.4-4) gives
Here, as in ,Sac. 1, if = LL.SS, SL, Py 0 -
In order to obtain the relativistic long range interaction energy,
the H^ are expanded in powers of 1/R, analogously to the








Note chat H,, and IIOI have non-vanishing tcr.ms "of order 1/RLI. «>Jj
and l/R respect iveiy, which become the lead terms i.n the 1/R
expansion of H f../ the i i!t:eract ion c£ neucrsl molecules. Also
(..4-10)
where H,'"^  is the Hairil tonian for the isolated molecule a,
OjO
corresponding to the relativiscic correction <f . The expansion
coefficients I l^^m j. i'or /r\ >o^ represent the interaction of
various orbital and spin magnetic multipolts of molecule a
with those of molecule L> and are derived in Appendix l.A.
For example:
H represents the (orbital -current)- (orbital-current)
LJ L* • L
interaction: H
 7 the (ocbi ta l -cur ren t ) - (or'oi tal-dipole)LL} i
in teract ion; H .. the (orb i ta l -d ipole) - (orbi ta l -d ipole) and
(orbital-current ) - (o rb i t a l -quadrapo le ) in te rac t ion .
Hc _ gives the (spin d lpole) - (spir . -dipole) interact ion.SS j 3
H represents the (orbitai-curre it)-(spin-dipole) interaction;
7) , in Appendix
H . the (orbital -d ipo le ) - (spin-dipole ' ! and the (orbi ta l - , u r r en t ) -
.5 '-* j J
(spin-quadrap-'le) interactions.
. The H^^ arc given explicitly, through
l.B.
0<"
Let us now e::pand t.ho £-{ in jr.-wcrs of 1/R. Equations
(1.3-2), (l-.-'.-7;, and (l.i- ivc-
where
and
Further, we note that cei tain terns in are idc-nLicaliy
zero, namely, those involving H . = H . = iL
 7 - H « n =
; 11-, i b . . , ~ v j b . / p.i.>u
f*
1L p . ^ = Q . Here C-^a is the energy of the isolated
molecules .corresponding to the <f -th r e l a t i v i s t i c co r rec t ion .
Comparing £q. (1.4-5) v:itli Eq-,. ( 1 . 4 - 7 ) anii (1 .4-11) gives
W -«. C = 5 W = / R ' ^and the coefficients
• I 'o W =
27
Clearly the expression for Che rclativistic molecular
interaction energy has a multitude of terms representing diffc- ent
types of inter ac r ions . The importance of the various terms depend
on the charge and on the spin and orbital angular momentum states
of the interacting molecules. In part I! we consider in detail
the interaction o£ two neutral non -degenerate atoms (I. = 0, S = 0).
The interaction energy,, through order <* /R , has the form
Thus, even for this simple example, we have the interesting result
4
that Lhe interaction energy begins with" a 1 /'.{. term -rat her than •
the usual 1/R* van dor Waals energy ((.' /K°). Tho term W./R* ,
corresponds to an (orbi lal -current ) -(elec trostat ic-dipole)
dispersion energy. Many other interesting types of energy terms
occur for the interaction of charged and /or degenerate atoms and
molecules. ' •
The existence of long range relat ivisLic interaction energies
has been knovn for a long time, but they have not been studied
systematically. Three of the orbital-magnetic interaction terras
2
were obtained by Ma-.-oyannis and Stephen. Using field theoretic
32
techniques they obtained the interaction energies:
31. A long range magnetic interaction due to spin-spin coupling
was discussed by Margenau, ref. I; see also A. Dalgarno and
R. M'.Jarrol. Proc. Roy. Soc. A237. 383 (1956).
32. These authors a
large internolecu
becomes important.
iso give the form of \J0, \J , L/, for
lar separation (R» X*~)~ whtfe retardation
28
(1.4-17)
Here, h^-la~) and t='a^ are, respectively, the dipole moment
and che orbital angular momentum operators for molecule a.
Equations (1.4-16)- (1.4-18) were obtained on the assumption .that
*'&? -olecules are- rapidly rotating and have, bee.n averaged over -'
ail orientations. The energy \J * ^s °f particular interest
because it is non-zero only .for molecules without centers of
\J.inversion. It should be noted that . Lx-> ant* W/  are'of
* 2 -
order (X smaller than the interaction terms we derive in
29
this work and that for the interaction of two non-degener.ate atoms
\J = VL = U/ = 0 • Further, terns of order CX and
cX JlnC*. (see Sec. 1.2) have yet to be c'erived.
Again we emphasize that the Breit-Pauli approximation cannot
'rigorously give terms of higher crder than CX . However, it is
clear that many interesting row interaction energies arise from
our treatment. Indeed, these lower order (in <X ) terms should
dominate in problems of chemical interest.
30.
Appendix l.A: Expansion of H . and V in Inverse Powers of the
Intermolecular Separation. . . •
In order to apply the theory of Sees. 1.3 and 1.4 we need the
expansion coefficients for the 1/R-expansion of H and V
33
• for R > R + R,.. lo obtain these expansion coefficients it is
a b
desirable to use the algebra of irreducible spherical tensors.
Excellent preser.tations of the required theory are given by M. E.
Rose snd A,. R. Kdivonos.
It is found that HT . Hc and HC1 are expressible as a sumLL' ob o L
of terms representing the coupling of the magnetic multipoJ.e moments
of the two molecules a •and b. All the relativistic Hamiltonians
are expressed in irreducible tens'orial form and thus the matrix
elements of niiese ILimi iLenians may be treated by the Wigner-Eckart
theorem. Tht- expansion coefficients for V are well known and
o -i no o ~1
have been di.scus.sed by several authors '' ' (see Sec. l.A-e).
Expansion Coefficients of H .
The relativistic Hamiltonians H^- , for f-'- LL, SS, SL, p, D
can be expanded in powers of 1/R;
33. The work in Appendix l.A on the two center expansion of H ,
together with the corresponding one center expansion, will
be published in a paper by P. R. Font.ana and W. J. Heath.
34. M. E. Kose, "Elementary Theory of, Angular Momentum" (John
Wiloy and Sons, Inc., Kew York, 1957).
35. A. R. Edmonds, "Angular Momentum in Quantum Mechanics"
(Princeton University Press, Princeton., New Jersey, 1957).
36. E. P. Winner. Z. Phys. 4_3, 624 (1927); C. Eckart, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 2.> 305 (1930); see also refs. 34 and 35.






H =' H ' -° . -n^° , - (1.4-9)1
 'p,** rJD,<*» ' •
and
».».,„)
Here H<w is the- Hamilioniau : or the isolated molecule a,
corresponding to the relativist!c correction f . The "coordinate
.system used in t_hu problem is illustrated in Fig. l.l-l.
The expansion coefficients of 11 will be-discussed i.n
considerable detail. The derivation of the coefficients, for the
other Hamiltonians, being very similar to the derivation for H ,
L.L»
will no"- be given in detail. "•
a. Expansion Coefficients of the Orbit-Orbit Haniltonian, H
LL
The orb i t -orb i t Harn i l ton ian for th^ iso-lated molecule 0- ,.
say, ^is given by
H *-> -- --
32
with an analogous equation for molecule b. For many purposes it is
more convenient to write H
 n(a) as contractions of irreducibleLi L j U . " •"
spherical tensors. We 'write
CO
( l . A - 3 )iLO
.IP
38
where the solid spherical harmonic, J- -^ > is dL-fincd by
//m
'
A> . . . ( l .A-4 )
Hsr.fe CO = 0,+1 and the spher ica l componen t s , I, (n)
 ; of a vector






23. The phase contention we use for the spherical harmonics,
is the same as that used, for example, by E. U. Condon and
G. H. Short ley, "Theory of Atomic Spectra" (Cambridge University
Press, London, 1933); refs. 34 and 33. Another commonly used
phase convention is that of refs. 21 and 11, which differs
from ours simply fay a factor of (-l)m -
39. The phase convention for the irreducible spherical tensors is
defined by the phase convention for the \^ <s,^ ) ; see ref. 38.
33
Using Eq. (l.A-3) we write
3 cu ft*
(l.A-6)
The coupling rule for spherical harmonics gives
In Eq. (l.A-7)._ y (^ i / n, j_ , is a Clebsch-Gordon
and A~ 0,2. It should ho :>oced
unless
it, - d.A-9)
'+0. In this work we use the phase convention for the Clebfich-Gordoii
coefficients given by the standard works of ref. 38. Closed
expressions for these coefficients are available (see refs. 38)
and they have been tabulated by Condon and Shortley. The 3-j
symbols,which are closely related to the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients^
have been tabulated in detail by M. Rotenberg, R. Bivins,
N. Metropolis and J. K. Wooten, Jr.. "The 3-j and 6-j Symbols"
(The Technology Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 195°).
""34
and
/.l^iU t , ] ' "» ,T ,WJ£









Fforo- the fo rm of Eq. ( l .A-11) it is c lear that H JA> isL>L>«U
v
an invariant,- Lhat is a censor of zero rank. To show this explici t ly















and the second rank censor
. ..<
Substituting Eqs. (l.A-13) and (l.A-14) into Eq. (l.A-11) we obtain
(
Cons t ruc t i ng the inva r i an t









Equa t ion ( l . A - 1 7 ) sho\<?s e x p l i c i t l y tha t H i°-> is a scalar
i nvar i«.int .
From Eq-;. (1 .2-6) , (1.4-8.) and (1.4-10)
f l . A - 1 7 )
. ( l .A-18)
I
36













, ,(•/ , ,(
H ^-t; •*• H
' ' '
 I ( l .A-22)
To expand Htr(2)(k.u) in powers of 1/R we must first expandLL
Y WffW ' ,(^t/^t) . in spher ica l ha rmonics oi" ( ^, <?«.) and
( l J > t ' ^ t ^ • Tnis i5 e a s i l y dori'j by genera l i z ing the
corresponding one cc-.ntc-r r e su l t of Rose and one obtains









Also needed is the LVO crnt.er expansion of
AI • 42
Sa-_k ' has -eceT-ly siiovn ( hat
I/
(l.A-2i)
t«.;'.• m- > o
tveo
R /*l rX, -rXj. -f 3-S•
".-
'l /(J/.; rt. ! '.'*' ""'
where
*" (l.A-26)
41 R A. Sack. ]. Math. Phvs. 5, 245 (196*); 5. 252 U^ 4); 5, 260
(196*); see also P. R. Fontana, J. Math. Phys. 2. 82^ (1961);
Y. N-.'chiu, J- .Math. Phys. 2. 233 (I96i).
A2. This expression (for n=l) agrees with'the earlier work of






 1 S the '-inna f u t . c t i o n and
w n e r e k is'
an i n t ege r . Fur n -1 Eq . ( l . A - 2 5 ) a !
-o J?














. ( l . A - 3 0 )




 P l l--vrs >i'f ! / R .
I'sinj: Eqs. ( l .A-20 ) and ' ( l . A - 2 ^ )
'''LI/ ^ k l l ) nnd "i/2
H"W) k -iLL 3
l<f«> I.'p.' .
(l.A-31)
Next define a tensor oporaLcr, > ' ^ ) -
 % of rank u ;
I /'^ — I — ^'^
;-^-m).(£) ) (f .






( l . A - 3 3 )
40
Thus ' • • ' . -
*
la general cne svirj-.-.ai ion is over' chu SOL of indices.
63 - • .
by
=-J, ,-f, +ij-:: J,
-f I - /wi • • ' (l.A-35)
Equations (l.A-21), (l.A-23) and (l.A-25) give
LU ^3 **,,$,<% <r=o
(i.A-36)
Usually the summation will be restricted further by the
conditions gi\'en by Eqs. (1.A-1Q).
Let us d e f i n e
J C
J
( l . A - 3 7 )
wi i -_- r« J X.) represent . ' ; the scL et sviiT-Tuit : 0:1 i ; . f l i , c i - : > on ^!H-:!I D
vic-ponds . T'.'Oii u s j : : g : lie c u i i p l i MS; nr l t - T^r ' s n i u - r 11 15 ha r rcn ics and
Hiq. ( i . A - 3 3 ) •--•-' o t u n i n
( l . A - 3 8 )
In general liic suinniaLion in Eq. ( l . A - ' j f a ) is over the sec of •
^ Tind ices ^ { 'Kj ,. and u_ and
r (i -v ft






Us in $ Mqs. (i.~A-2J). i, 1 . A - 3A ) 1^:6 i/l.A-'jS; : : is re-1 at ivc 1 y
obtain' L'IH: 'ii , parLiculariv \vr s-.n 11 r.-.. !i , for
1.!. . Tt 1* 1.. -*•}
is iz.von c-:-.;)) i^ i L !•. ii: Ap;nr .<! :>: J . L> ,-;'in :r i iTciiuc ii) !u icr. s.
fo r r ' and- in co rms of C-ir Lc.s i an coc..: di naLt's .
b. Expans ion Coo £f ic '.em s of t in - S n i i i - S p i n i i nmi Hainan , ii




Analogous to the cK-r ivat ion o: Eq. ( l . A - 1 ! ) i: is oasy LO show Liiac-1"''
x i.^j:
( I . A - 4 3 )
44. ?. R- Foncana, Phys. Rev. 125, 220 (1062).
To f a c i l n a : u i-.iki.ng r-au-i:-: t l cm^ncs of I-,. (°~) it is of cor. more
cor.venic-ni to vr i ' .c- iL^ ,,(=-/ in ihe\ f r>r:r»
T (]) -j—o
l - i a > U v* '0(1J-^ "
(? )
:•. ; i v . - K . .iryj b ( Ij^ is a s c a l n r .
*-3) ,'ind (i.''' -10')
Cxpr essi-i! MI i:':' vcir.c : t> It? Lease r ; a 1 r.Trr. •;..: o » » i ai t





1 . A - A 7 )
Fo l l cv ing the srrno proci-'di'.re chat was used in tin: d e r i v a t i o n of
il . we ob;.ai r.
w ««,<•> ---(1









WV ' IHere the summation is ovvar the set ol: ind ices . \ **-1 , given by Eq- ,
( l .A-39) wi . th A 3 ' ]
Kqdatioi! (1.A-^S) ••»•! 1 i 01:^11 be- useful ?.s it stands since the spin !
and space variabKa of :n'j!-^ n^ !>.• a. sa-., arc separated. . Defining ;
\! (l^>) - . . / •an i r r e d u c i b l e Lc,ir-or v-f-L: .:'. i\: - ^-u, -' - ^ i r.-.-.-..-: *-*• (set-
Hq. (!.A-32)^ "-'SiJ prf-^fodi j.«! as ; r. ti.-i dorivaii^-! of Kq. (3.A-38) we j'
oh i. a . p. ' j
r/m,- $-rt*J#v. I
( l . A - 3 0 ) . j
T'r.i; r e s t r i c t i o n 0:1 rhe su:'.".at ion i n J i c u i . w.. a-ul v art; y ivi-n hy I
IEq. ( l . A - ' - l ) . L'sir.t; e i t i K - r Eq . ( I - .A-4S) o r Kq . ( l . A - 3 0 ) i c i s
re lat Lvo ! v easv c.o uin-.-iin '.tie ,'!„ . par t icular lv for s:-3ll m.
a b , rr,
i l- . _ is f i ivc- t ; exp 1; v. i'. ! y ; :i Appor .c i ix I . B . .
c. E x p a n s i o n Coei f i e ; c:-.ts "i t!-.e S p i n - O r b i t Hani I t u n i a n . !1,
__
 | _ ' ^_^







t i; tp. 'if : •= •-•: (.'.-•: •••<.*: to. _£" X 0 - nre u - v c n by
~ ' (l .A-5'2.)
. v
••nc-ro :i t ••-;•. ,- ; ! h- It; Ci - \ - ' . J .J ) . •!, -ice
_)_
• X
i ] 2 - - . - • ; ( \ ' • - • - : , • . . " t l i l . - - M ; ' f - ^ . i - i L ; i i n
t






( l . A - 5 3 )
( i . A - 5 4 )
( l . A - 5 5 )
( J . A - 5 6 ) '
( l . A - 5 8 )
46
Analogous to the derivation of Eq. (1 A-53) i't is clear that
I l(>}hUM> = (l.A-59)
Let \ \s d e f i n e
is the set ot ^unraaL ion indices on which V. depends
(sec Eq. (l.A-fa3))-. 'llv-n using Cqs. (l.A-32), (l.A-52). (l.A-5y;and




Similarly one can readily ?how that
P)
'£•* I v '/»,-xL! O^V-V^^H^'
^*>--+(&
47'
( l . A - 6 2 )
(4)




-/c -/m f^ t:< --w£t)
( l .A-64)
The first summation. in Eqs. (1 . A-61 )- (1. A-G4) is over thu set of
indices, fey • given by I5;





S r2. -f T - - . (l.A-o6)
I
„, ,SL,-:n 3 or
Using Sq. (l.A-58) and Eqs. ( 1 . A-61 )- ( I. A -'6-'+) it: is relatively easy
-
:5,46
to obtain the 1L. .• particularly ior snail n. ' !!SL.m • . '
m = 2,3. Ls.giv^n explicitly in Appendix 1 . B.
d. Expansion Coefficients i>f !! and 'L •
__ 
 :_ _ _ 2__- --i
4f5. The one center expansion for Hc lias been d e r i v e d r e c e n t l y
by M> Blurae and R E. W a t s o n . Proc. R r » y . Soc . . A270, 127 (19')2).
'..•"'•
46. In Cqs.-. (1 .A-61 )- (I. A-64) one could couple tlic- spin and spncc
'.errors to form a new spin-space tensor. However, for r?ost












( l .A -69 )
( l . A - 7 0 )
}-/ (a-) and H 'a ' arc ^-i course s c a l a r s and analogous c .qunt ions
iioic! i"c-r ITIO J L - . T I ; Jr- '> .
o . Ex»a:isi j» Coc- :'•'!• i .c-nt s 01 L r - t i '.\on-Re 1 ."iL i.v:i su Ic L n l o r a c l i o n
P o l t r M L Lo. ! . '.' .
rhc- .:x;-.Ji!^, 1 1 p. : ^ij :" i. : £i ent s fur '•' -ire \:e ! i known.
For convi-r ! LTC' I ; V.-L: w r i i V i •.. l ill: ! "Tin(.'
v. •> _!l6
' fr ~7"^ "0 I..
 ?,
( 1 . A - 7 1 )
Here <^_~ff is i'1'C- Coulonbic Interact- ion between a particle
(nuclei, or c IcClcom of charge e :'r. molecule a and another
par-.-ic!.; of chares o in molecule b. Ti,e,n for R > R + R,r
 ' - a a b
;nav i;
V, =
in* - < \ /n\
wnere
V,
X i- 6) Ya^  ''-• ( l . A - 7 3 )
50
/771, - '-<,
( l . A - 3 4 )
i; /„ Ay P. r4
icance of t
1 . 21 37 '
' They rc=prc.sc!i f. c'nc mi -u r t i cno i i oi Lhti var ious e l e c t r o
and
The s i g n i f i c a he expans ion coi i i f i c i o s i t s
known.
i s giyc-n Ly Eq . ( 1 . A- 30)
V. . is wo.:!
-







A p p e n d i x :.: ' .• >>:-:;., ai-v o1 i n-_ i.:-..,^-. f-i .- i ;- Cjo :"i i c i e n L s
i h f r c-xptV..- i."!'. ,-.:•.: r"; c • -.-r. .- ; f H . -ire- ::c-r i vet! i-n general in.
Appendix 1 . A . u--.-*. : '.'.C- H^^ arc *:v.in i:>:p li ; ; C ly -f or
<J = I .L .SS .SL ami :• f i - . - Ll - . r r . i rn 0 ( l , ' R J ) , bot:' in i r rc . -ducibie
, tep.sorLa! fcrr1 c.:~d in '-or .\- oi «"irt .esia: i coorcii :iares . The c o e f f i c i e n t s
are rlvj'."1 i .x; i l ic! ' . '. " t". A ~ p c n ^ i x i . A .
-*
i. Kxvi ' i i i^ i J'i >-. :. : / i v. . . - ' • • . - : i: •'. i - . • ' . : . : ! t ' l i ' 'i cni^: i .; 1 T;nr~:
In-.Tiiir 1.1 .-: •' ,' i; ,r» i:io result a '..v acJo^t. the nl lowing
no:at i-i: ' •
-»
k
( I . S - l )
( l . B - 2 )
( l . B - 3 )
(1.B--4)
i»












C l . R - 7 )
w i t h ara • oy-u:?, t i t ; i in : i n.'r.s tor c io lc -cu lo b. tn Lq. f l . l i - 7 ) :hc
T"-Lci'.sor I j l '^^ Ib ^ h "d :•. n c1. rlic -O'.-.fd:nat^a (if v lu -oc ron '.<. .
fY7" , • T"Tin? ! t_ - : i5 . r s I / .^ ' art. c iu : : nod ::>v l.q. ( l . A - 3 2 ) .mil the ironsors 1^
.••.rr: g i v e n cxo 1 i c i r i y i r Cnr t i :«.S an coord i rs.iLo l o rn in A p p e n d i x 1 -C .
V'c a l s o maki1 '.is«: '""i -i j j o r j p m nt Ton i > p e r a t . ) ! P . w h i c h pc-r inuces
all nidici.s asrscu: i it til wj t . i : x c ' c c u l o a w. ih t-l.e cor re snond i lie




Expans ion C o c f f i c i f t n c s of the O r b i t - O r b i t Hami I t o n i a n , 11 •LL
i,- ( l .B-9)
(l .B-10)
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$5,1- ( 1 . B - - 1 5 )
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.^*) l,(it}-. l/ftj l/s.-
1
( l .B -23 )
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^f ^ ' - l'e?'r;scRt t!ie in te rac t ion
o-i vaj i.-'us o r h i i n i ami SD:P. m a g n e t i c rao l ( . i p o l < - b of m o l e c u l e a w i t h
iV.osfc of n>.o 1 c; c ti 1 e b. V.'u have -..T i c t '_-n the- !i^3 in :.;-.e fo rm
Kf3 = ^4.j ^ ^V.3 *" Q? ' J" :?re ^^ 1S th° c o c f £ i c l £ l n t o£ lhe
1/V»~' :-.-:--n lhac or.t- woul't-i i.-xpccl fror.i ! ;-e u s u u l magne t ic cli.. 'le-
f>
d i p o i f : nLc- ra t : ior.:
'..-here U^J and JC*) a r c . respect . I ' .-ely, iht. e.lc-crro"ic o rb i t a l
and sp;r. ani;-.iiji- :ri"^c--.ut.-:; ov-era iors lor m o l e c u l e a. Thr.s FV3
and GJ-, r.av 'r>c rt- 'gar-Jed as c o r r e c t i o n tcrxs rj ihc- semi-classical
resu l t : of Eq. (1.3-2i). It shot i lc he noted tha t rJS} - (j.,j ~ O-
b. Expansion C o e f f i c i e n t s of K in Cartes ian Coord ina te Form
r o l





with similar equations for molecule b. Using the results of. Eqs.
(l.B-9)-(l.B-23) dnd Appendi:- '..C we obtain the following
results for the non-zero expansion coefficients through 0(1/R ).
47. Magnetic rriultipole moments-have recently beer, discussed by
M. Mizushima. Phys. Rev. 134. A883 (1964).























A p p e n d i x I . C : S-'-n-- I'so t ». I 1 r r c - J i u i li 1 i' Sphc-r ii a L Terrors .
In A p p e n d i x l .B Liu-- expans ion coci i i c i c u t s of H . t h rough
: >- I
. 'i0(1 /K ) , arc g i v e n in i r r f c d u - J b l e tensor l u r m . [n t in 's append ix vc
give ';he r e l e v a n t s p h e r i c a l tensors i-xp i i^ 1 1 ly in tc: :ns ot" C a r t e s i a n
i
coort! inai es .
^n irreducible spherical tensor' -ft" rank i h^s (2 X *I)
T'ffl 6 f i
conponor is , '^
 ; ^ ' i t h f***~- ~ A , ~ J - ~ t l , ' *• / . vh : r : i s a i ' . s i v the
-'.0




Here J is an a n g u l a r r. iri inentu-n opc ra t i s r , J "- <L—>^( i , and
we are p r i m a r i l y conccri.'i.-d w i t h J_ = L air.'. ;{. = S_ • Ko:' a tensor
op.erator of rank one, A^. the i r r edu i . i h l e spherical components are
given by Eq. ( l . A - 5 ) .
-r-Afl, -T-^*-
Now let Iff (R t) and !«(">/ be s p h e r i c a l tensors of rank
*i 4.1.
and %i respectively,. The symbols R. a>-,d R0 represent the
variables on which the tensors depend. Then a tensor of rank X
34
can be constructed from th-jre two cet-sors according to f.lie rule '
48. The tcr.sors given are proportional to the tensors defined
by Eq. (l.A-32); see Eqs. '(1 • B- 1)- (1. B-6).
49. This definition of irreducible tensors is due to G. Racah.
Ph\s- Rev. 61, 186 (1942); 6J_, 438 f!942); 61, 367 (1943).'
Irreducible tensors nay also be defined by their transformation
properties under rotations, see for example, refs. 34 and 35.





Using £q -v t . . '- 3 '» i-.o. .or. r.-nMiru:: irr f -UM b ju to.-.scr cperacors of
any desired rani*. EC .-.at i :?. =. 1. '.'-,. 3- ;i (i.r.-i'- ^r.>viuo ": convenient
check en the ten -or j so cbt.i: r-ea.
Ti:e ir roauc : c i.c- cc-r-a.T= rc-!tvant :..o the rosuits of Appendix l.B
30
can bo V.T I*, ten down hv c.'Tp&r . S.TI vit:"« the :ol ic« i r.»j tensors.
" ' ,,.€.,•.,
1768) = t'A^ (i.C-71
50. Here \^8 ') is i t u v ; i : edoc i !> ic ' sphc- r icc - i tensor of rank
formed 5:v cc.uf l i n g t r iu ccr •-Gne-.u; cf t^ie f i r s t rank tensors
~Ci4>,Tie>> " • T^e tc-ns-T.-, IJ(fii) were taken
f rom r c f . 8 i.see a l io •' . F. C t . r t i i i . j . - C h e r o . Fhys. 24, 225
1956); and were c ! i . . . :Vcd DV F.q. , l . C - 3 ) . The ether tensors
were constructed ny u ^ i n g Eq. t . l .C-3) and checked w i t h Eqs.
( l .C-l) and (l.':-2:..
60
( l .c- l l )
,
' • 3~
( l . C - 1 2 )
1
ten


















Append i x I. D: Uu _^-}_._. i.;?;v.-.lJ_ .l^ Ji.i Ji±J.'.' J_\.i\-.V'lJ.-'i''ilLLr:\l_r.l£J51.
It" the n.,.'i i "c „ » c - _. j< r ..:••••- ;'dc r c t i ::•" i -. =. . t^" ' v.:-;n oy e . x t c t n a i -
f i e l d s t.h«.' r u ~ u l L _ - r; S i ' - . 1-2 ;iJ.:t ;u: •: ;.01 1-. a ti " : •• the i o l i owLng - -
i;3) .' .' P^
manner . Lot y ;•|^  i !•» i.-.: >. i n.i j c Ic . t r o - i-ii if j.'.Hem lai . c. •
' ^
be the e x t e r n a l c- :eci-.- -, '_ •' ! 10 Ui s i . r o t i j i : : , /-{ - ;.hc- e x t e r n a l magne t i c
rt& . ~*
f i e l d a r t i - i p ' - h . -)'-.u. rv i
 i:v. , -.1 ^-i •)-: ' ; x C ' t i . o r p o t e n i : = l - .ill at
the. pos i t ion 01 <: • ' . • • . • . : r •-• i j T:><.-n t :u- -.1 •>:-!-re i i;-i v i = t ic Hami 1 toman,
"-^ .
d.jr-n





Tiu- Hami l ton ! an i1 . _ , .vc>- . ifc o f f c ^ i . ci <_•.-, tor nal <.• iec ur :•: f i e l d s
whi le ~H~ gives L i v e i n t e r n o t i o n v : iLn an e t - .ce i r .a l .-.a'gnutic. f i e l d .
As was mentioned ::i S e c - 1 . 2 , the- B r e i i - F a u l i l lami itomar. is to be
used in die conic.-,!, o: a:i expect at i -•.•-. v aKf w; i h . r o s p e c t to the.
.exact non-rela t i v; st ic tt-ive f u n c t i o n , w h i c h s now UK: ei gentunc t ion
of- H of Eq (I X - l ; . .t > . &
E q u a t v o n s ( l . f i - J ^ anc1. - l . K - 3 ; a t e s t r a i g h t fo rward genera l i za t ions
of the correspond mi; t.orrr.s ir r e i - l l , p. I S i , and liave been discussed
by $irschfe ider . C i i r c i i i anJ b . r J . " We s£;vc t h e m hore (or complete-
ness and c l a r i t y -
m
II
RELATIVISTtC INTERMOLECULAR FORCES; THE LONG RANGE INTERACTION
OF NEUTRAL, NON-DEGENERATE AfOMS (NEGLECTING RETARDATION)
2.1 Introducti on
The long range interaction between two neutral non-degenerate
atoms is considered (neglecting retardation), as an example of the
general theory of relacivistic intcrmolecular forces discussed in
part I. The interaction energy, through 0( of/Of* ), has the form
(2.1-1)
Here E is the usual non-relativistic interaction energy, which
3 D
through 0(1/R ) , is equal to the well known London dispersion
energy, C /R . The (orbi ta l -current)-(e lectrosta t ic-dipole)6
2 4 - 2dispersion energy, c< W , / R , is of 0(c< ) smaller than the
Ki
London energy. Nevertheless, since this relativistic dispersion
energy is of longer range than the van der Waals energy, it- may be
significant in low energy atomic and moleculartbeam scattering
2 6
problems. The energy tX Wfi/R contains several new types of
interaction energies. However, this relativistic dispersion energy
will probably be of little importance in most problems since it has
2




The r e s u l t s <ji t!~.e jsi^a! tr'o - t i r e i L L: ^ - T £ vi^Le ^.tenric inter act-ion
energies are d i scussed bi i c f i y ir. Stc - 2 . 2 ir. crcfer to Ivu'e .the1"
. ava i l ab l e for cotr.p-.ir i »cr' v.th the r.tw < <_- '>-. ' : v. v r ; c orei g ds vh^c-h are
derived in ?e: . ' 2 . 5 - O-.ic-'. LM •vui;".. i «Ut. t-s i -:'r.r.;-,- for ^.li rne
in ter je t . -.on cne rg ic* oc(.v.rr in^ IP. r.:. ; . . / - ! } . for tho in'.e.ract icr,
of various' r..re gar- .uerr-?... <T. e c .s lc -.. 1 5c'r.-;i in be,- . ? . i > .
In the express ions for I . I I IL range p r . - e c u i ^ r i r.t't.;.' a-, r ico enc: 2 ies
one TJSC - i e a l w i t h r .=.'.!',«••.• rnr-c ! i •.-.':-,- c! o -v^ r ess io iss ir.volv.ng ir.tegrriis
of rhe rvpe ;
(2 1 - 2 )
Hero i (A) is a n o n - r e )
 rT i vi ;t ic e i goof i.m. «. ion uf tr.e i s o l a t e d
molecu le a, sa-y, character izr-J by a -;eL nf q^-.'.r.Luir. numbers A,
anci T is n p e r t u r b a t i o n i l a n i i l o i i L c i n rot L u n a t e iv. for long
range problems (where the charge di sir ib-idc-i; ot the i.nt.er a c t i n g
molecules a and b do not o v e r i a p ) ill the 1 c^n be wr i t t en as
a burr, of c roduc r s of i r r e d u c i b l e sphovics i tensor o p e r a t o r s of tlie
molecule? a and b (sec Appendices l . A . B, C), syniboliCs1! ly ;
-T— /»«;
l« (a} jf (2 1-3)
*> "-i '
Thus the m a t r i x element of Eq. (2.1-2) f ac to r i zes into a sum over
products of in tegra ls involv ing the isolated molecu les a. and b ;
<
i . 6 5
For the interaction of tv:o atoms a and b (i.e. tne problem at
hand) the non-relativislic ci^eiuunctions 4 C'O -ind 1 (B)
7'epresent states of sharp angular momenturr (both spin and orbital).
Thus one may use the Wiener-Eckart theQrem to amplify matrix
elements o£ the type <A!.B' | T I A,B>and hence the usually
complicated general results of part 1. Since it. is necessary to
-use the Wigner-Eckart theorem repeatedly in obtaining the results
of Sees. 2.2 and 2.3 we discuss the relevant details of the theorem
in Appendix 2.A.
N'otat i on: The basic notation is the same- as that introduced
in Sec. 1.1. The following modifications are convenient. The
nuclei of aton a and atom b have- nuclear charges Z arid Z, ,
a o
respectively. The interatomic separation, R, is defined as the
distance between the two nuclei, a and b . The geometry of the
problem is given in Fig. 1.1. Again all results are in atomic units;
ehergv r^ e /a . length ~ a
o • o ,
Let L(a) and S(a) be the electronic spin and orbital
angular momentum operators for the atom a . Then the set of
quantum numbers A , characterizing the states of the atom a , is
1. For the interaction of two atoms, point a in Fig. 1.1 is the




, S wVw-* 4
(2.1-6)
Here -k_ denotes the remaining quantum numbers required tor the
3
specification of the states of the atom. The set of quantum number &,
5, is defined in an analogous manner. The non-tJegencrato ground
state of atom a, say. is denoted by A' = i,0,c.0,0 = 0 . For
convenience we dcfxr.e the following energy difference con csponding
to the transition A *—» A ; •
(2.1-7)
and it should be noted that the non-relativistic energy £. (A) is
independent of the quantum numbers M and (J*~ .
3 3
2 . 2 N o n - i ' f c l a t i vi st.'.c I.on?: Rar.gc In terac t ion Energy betvcen two
Neutra l Nor. -degencr aie Atoms
An expression is de r ived for the usual long, t ange interact ion '
energy E , between tvc n o u c r a i :%or> -degenerate 5toi?s, -which is
ab
8
accurate through 0(l/R ) Csoe -Se -c . i . ~i for the general treatment).
The' result?. , wh ich are we 1 !. r.i.r- -•. . ~'~ .-ine given here to have them
availab'.. '!or comparison w i t h the : c Lai wist ic in te rac t ion energies
to be derived in Sec. 2.3.
. The in t e rac t ion p o t e n t i a l , V , is expanded in powers of 1 /R
in Appendix 1-A-e. For chc i-.iterac tiot. of two neu t r a l atoms the
expansion for V s imp l i f i e s considerably,, wi th the r e su l t
0°
1
V - _i : . . (2 .2 -1)
^ f f i \ -3 f\nf~
0
/)V Mb M-l *<




whert A^ is the lesser of A. and m - M^ - 1 and c
coefficient G is given by Eq. (l.A-30).
(2.2.2)
2. J. 0. Hirschfelder, C- ?. Curtiss and R. B. Bird, "The Molecular
Th&ory 01 Gates and Liquids" (John Wiley and Son5 Inc., New
York, 1954), p. 916 et
 3eq.
3- H. Margenau, Rev. .Mod. Phys. JJ_, 1 (1939).
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For the interactLOH of two ncutral•non-degenerate atoms the
first order contribution tu the interaction energy 'is zero since
the electrostatic perturbation, V . does not cornect S states;
= 0 (2.2-3)
FT
Thus, sincf. V = V? = 0 , ,e formalism of Sec. 1.3 gives the
following result for the- non-re lativ-i'stic ir.ti. raci ion energy
through 0(1/RS) .
+• L? -f • •• (2.2-4)
f?* • R"'
The lead term in the 1/R expansion of the interaccion
energy is the usur. I London dispersion energy. ' '"" The coefficient,
C , is given bv
o '
(2 .2 -5 )C - V l V I V
7
Lt - S. T I Vj I T3
where in general
(2.2-6)
4. The coefficient C? is easily shown cc be identically zero
by symmetry considerations.
5. F. London, Zeits f. physik. Chenie B 1,1 , 222 (1930); Trans.
Faraday Soc. 3JJ, S (1937).
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The ccctticient V or" the J./R term i^n >:\\e expansion of Ve is
X ~-
- -r
Here - Jf" fa) . is Che electronic dipole T..ii:.-;ni opernLor of stem a
and the irreducible censorial coirponcr.ts . T, (a/, are defined in
the usual manner (see Eq. (l.A-5)). From symmetry considerations





Let us define the mean oscillator strength T(k,l) for the
transition (k = U L = 0) *— » (k, L = 1) ;
(2.2-10)
6. In all expressions involving matrix elements of spin free or
scalar spin operators,the spin quantum numbers S =0 and
<T = 0 are suppressed.
.70
Equations (2 J-S*. anu (2 2 - i C v jri w
( 2 . 2 - i l )
From Eq. ( 2 , 2 - 8 ) :t f o l l o w - ; c h a t "^ Kif t :-..;•. . -! ;- .» '-L:L" *;-
gro'.md stdti? atoms • ' , 1= negat ive. C.DU thn
 :.o,-:ro'-. d i s p e r s i o n energy
is a t t r a c t i v e .
C0 Tin: er.e'.'g', C,. 'R 15 the Vi$L.a i cl: p.i le -qv.scrapoic. d i spe r s iono - - H •
energy. '- Fhv c -ef f :c ier.c C :; g iven :>y
( . 2 . 2 - 1 2 )
T'ne last two terms in Eq ( 2 . 2 - 1 2 ) va^ . i s i i bec.-'j=t; of - syr r jne t ry









and Che second rank tensor, T,,11't) , is defined by
Eqs. (l.C-8)-(i.C-l'2). The censor Q^'OO is proportional Co the
m- th component ci the e lec t ros ta t i c quadrapole rcoxent operator of
3Com h. Using, the Wigner -Eckar t theorem (pee Appendix 2,.A) it is
c:asy to show that
= t?i.+p^nr
A \S fi A
4.
(2 .2 -15 )
From Eq. (2 .2-15) iC is clear that for the in te rac t ion of two
ground state atoms the d ipole-quadrapole interaciz'ion energy is
a tcraccive .
n2 . 3 Re lat ivi s f i c Lon;; NantiC" I i u c r a c i i c n E;utr>;v between two N e u t r a l
N'o^ :dci>:or.f'r ato At om_a .
'The genera l tre.u-mi- ' i i ff re l o t ; vi si i; . 1-ng rani;e i n t e r a c t i o n
•>
incrgies , Lhrcngh 0( cX".' • ' ' • s ^ s »cii.->.T«.Hi in Sec. l . i . Here wo •
/o(0derive an c-xpros'sit-o U.T r; o ri.- " i a t i v i s t i-: i r . t e rac t io r . entr-gy ^
between two ne;:t r-i 1 non -(.•.et,ene>rcite ato-.r-s^ w h i c h is act: i :vate through
1
f-iI
I t i s c o n v c - n i «-nt i . o w r i t e r .h t ' r « l a t : v i = C
through 0( <X }, .is a s-.nr. ol co:itr iKii io:is iro::: Ll iV v a r i o u s
Ilami li on i ans cf.:;ipr i si ng H . «'stc l-'.q. ' , 1 . 5 ) ) ;






X ~ O /W T O
(2. 3-
(2 .3 -
Certain terms in W are identically zero, namely, those
involving





For the interaction of neutral atoms, V = V = 0 , and from
Eqs. (1.3-17). (1.3-26) ar.d (1.3- 32) .it is clear that
, (2.3-5)
(2.3-6)
Further, for die interactj.cn of two non-degenerate atoms, it can be
shown (see Appendix 2.B) that
(2,3-7)





The na tu ra l per lurbat ion pai-atnetetj , which is used to
order the relativiscic corrections in a perturbation sense, is
suppressed in the equations given here. In actual fact (1)\,at>
2




a. Contribution of the Orbit-Orbit Hamiltonian, H
LL





Let us consider each of the coefficients W " appearing in
Lt .• • il
Eq. (2.3-10) separately.
W From Eq . (2.3-8), making use of the Hermit ian character






Since H.T is the sum of the orbit-orbit Kami Itonians for theLL,o • .
two isolated atoms a and b , it is clear that
(2.3-13)
7. In this work, as mentioned in part I, we assume all'the yv"
are real.
W . From Ecj^ (2.3-8), omitting terms of the tvpe giv»en bv
LL, ^4 '
 t - , -
Eq. (2.3-11) which an; zero.
(2.3-14)









current operator - y (b) ; V (b) - . The interaction
energy W . /R is an (orbi ta l -current)-(e lectrostat ic-dipolel
IjLi * H . • -




(2..1-16)i Making use of the commutator relation
(2.3-17)
76
it fs easy Co snow that
w - -LM
 ** > (A^o+^e^o
(2 .3 -18 )
i
The c o e f f i c i e n t W , ir..y hi. r. •••r.-rossei.i in i':rn-s ot the average




- ( 2 3 - 1 9 )W = --LWi.L Z
From Ho. ;2.3-"ioJ :t is -.i:paren;. i.h-u W '- i-^i.i.ive for theI 1. , u
i n t e r ac t i on oi L'«o y: -Dund s t d i c rjf. ' in's an<i L 'hs i s iht icr b i t a l - cur renc)
(e l cc crcs ta t i c -d ipc Ic ) d i f t p ' - r s i c n ^r i - j rgy :'.s : c - ; ; u lh i ve . Since this
A
I /R d i s p t r i i o r . energy i-s ot longer ra"gt- i h a n t*'.c usua l London
6
dispers ion ene rgy , C /R , in may he of c c n ^ i i l e r a b l e importance in
atomic and molecu la r c o l l i s i o n processes. This "new interaction
2
energy, w h i c h is of ^ 0( cX. J ^ is cop-tared fa the London dispersion
energy in Sec. 2.& for the i n t e r a c t i o n of va r ious rare gas atoms.
The s trong s::nilar it v between the express ions fct the c o e f f i c i e n t s
C and W, should he noted (ccii-pare Eqs. (1 ' ,2- i l ) and (2 .3-19)) .
W F rum Eq. ( 2 . 3 - S ) , o m i t t i n g terns cf the type given by
L j i J t ^




The expansion coefficients H . and 11 , are given by
L L , I n-* _t *.
Eqs. (l.B-9) and (l.B-10) and iro:?. symmetry consideration:* it is
easy to show .
w. (2.3-21)
W , Frc:n Eqs. (2 .3 -6) and ' (2.3-8), or : i tc ing lerr.s whichLI., o
are zero from svitur.ctrv cons idera t ions ve o b t a i n





We will consider each of the contribuiions to W , separately-
\jLjy O
w







Applying the selection rules (see Ap, i r.ci.y. '2 A', icr r.r.e ten.sr.r
fa
operators involved in the expression ror W_. ,
 0 gives
- - i j i j . * 1 ^ * - '
^^
It is easv co show that
v2.3-27)
(2.3-28)




From Eq. (2.3-29) it is clear that for the ;nttraccton two ground
state atoms the dispersion energy W /R :», repulsive. ThereLL,-* ; i
is a strong similar i ty between the c o e f f i c i e n t s C_ and W
 />0
O IjLj^ ^  \ £.
(compare Eqs. (2.2-15) and (2.3-29)).
WT. , From Eqs. (l.B-11) and (2.3-24)
(2.3-30)
where C F ~ and G _ are given by Eqs. (l.B-12) - (l.B-U),
Using the selection rules for the irreducible tensors involved
in the expression for W _, it is easy to show that the firstLL,J;j
two terms in Eq. (2.3-30) vanish identically and that the non-zero
contribution from the last term gives
W - -i.
Here I (a) is the first rank tensor defined >/
/ r r ^ -^ ry"T
U s i n g Eqs. ( 2 . 3 - 1 7 ) and ( 2 . 2 - i O ) vc- co ia i r .
80











From Eqs. (1.3-27), (1.3-33), (1.&-10) ar.ci (2 .3-25) , using the
Wigner-Eckart theorem, it" can be sho^n that
v
 L t, = (2.3-350
The .interaction energy, WL] 6.Q/R .• arises in cur treatment
because the relatwistic Haroiltonians for the isolatt-d atoms are
not included in the zer.o-th order p.-r turbation Hamiltcnian (see
Eq. (1.3-9)). This term appears to correct for the non-relativistic
nature of our zero-th order wave functions.
- . 82
Order of ir.2fi.-iilode estimates for W , ., , W and
i^-~* *•*•'" Iji-y J \ J
W 'LL,6;0 , for various rare, gas in teract ions , are feix/en in.Sec. 2.4.-
b. Con t r ibu t ion of the Spin Hanui t omans , li ar.d H .
___^_ ' ~" 5 L
The contribution, through C(1/R ) , to £ trom --he spin-




where f r o m E-;s. ( 2 . 3 - 4 ) and (2.5-8)
( 2 ? _ 3 7 )
In the coefficients W , torms of tzhe type given by Eq. (2.3-12)
appear, which are identically zero,
(2.3-38)
This integral vaiiii,hes for q = 0 since Hc, 0 ~ V-c^r\ + H.




and thus is HCL rfiago^al ir the sp;.r. qyar.it:r. ricibers. 'Sir::e che
operator V apt-ear ".tf ir. EC. ( 2 . 3 - ; C ) if < Ji^'-or'2l :.r the s p i n
m
quantur? numbers Eq. (2.3-36) h.':idf :cr q ^ - Ub in t - E.q. ( 2 .3 -38 )





It sl iculd be noted that ''c~"o > sa> • 1<5 c o m p r i s e d «.•£ tv:j terir-s \
. ' ' " ' . !(see Eq. ( 1 . A - A 4 } ' ) , one of wh ich is a £02.i: in bi.tti spin and sr-ace i
f
variables. The ctr.er term 15 a sum r>f products of second rank, spin j
i









 f(V(a, - -?7T > (Ij-SJfcxr.^
S.c, ~T . ** J / (2.3-42)
and WOL , ..; is defined by Eq. (2 .3 -3^ ) Th-2 energy W /R
oS^U • 3 ^ D
corrects for the non-relativ iatic na tu re i;£ our zero-ti l order wave
func t ions (see dircussic-n for W . _)-l.L, b;o
The re la t iv is t ic Jlajr . i i tenisin, H , n-ikes nc c o n t r i b u t i o n to
T .'j
r , . This is a' direct consequence of the spin structure of
*- ab
Hsi;q for
c . - C o n t r ibu t io:- of the Reia t ivistic Hair-. Itoniar.s, H and IL
The contr ibut ion, through 0(i/R ), to t
 b from the '
Hami l ton ian ' s H^. , for <f - p = r.d D, is given by
^_ > * - - ? . » , (2.3-43)
™ R"
where from Eqs .(2.3-4^. and (2.3-8"
v (2 .3-441
/771 t >,1- ,<n ~> I T^ ~i





where W(H s- „) is de f i ned by Eq. (2 ,3-34) . The energies W /R
and W ,/R° again appear to correct for the non-relativistic nature
of our zero-th order basis set .
2 . 4 Estimates for the Rolatlvistic Inter accion Energies .
Combining che results of Sees. 2.2 and 2. 3 we find that the
















Here we give order of magnitude estimates for the coefficients
involved in Eq. (2.4-1) for various ground sr.ate rare gas interactions.
8
W, and C The dipole polarizabiiity of atom a, in it
4 D





8. For the polarizabilities of the rare gas atoms; sea for example
A. Dalgarno and A. E. Kingston, Proc. Roy. Soc. A259. 424 (1960)
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Applying U n s d ; d : i ^.pproximat ion ro F.q . {2 '-i-6, -ar-d using Eq. (2.4-5).
, yields F. Londor. '= f ornvj 1 a frr C .. ; "
In a s imilar n~.anp.er one chc,i:r.5 'the f cllfvir.g approximat ion fcr W, ;
^CL Ab (X^^JoC^tbJ .. . (2.4-8)
10
The results oi Eqi. x'2.J-7; ar.d '/2i 4-8) ore ~ider.t.i<;ai with those
obtained from the harnonic oscillator mode! (see belcw). It is
7 "^
often found"'' that choosing the average energies, </\ , equal to the
first ionization potenLia.ls, I , oi the interacting atoms gives gocd
estimates for C, . Value: fcr C, and W- obtained fromfa b ->
Eos. (2.4-7) and (2.4-8). with A - ' and A- = I. , are
, a A t> D
given in Table I for various rare gas 'itiferawtior.s^. The estimates
"
for C, agree (to w.th-in ".0-30 per cer+i; :.<\ th the accjvate
V
theoretical values of the van der Wad Is coef f >.c lent = C, .
»- " o
9. A. Unsold, Z. Physik 43, 563 (1927). . •
»
10. The approach discussed here is siir.llar to that used in ref. 2.
11. The energy levels for the rare gas atoms are listed by C. Moore,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i Jdetermined by A. E Ki . i gbcc r . . V'-j'i'vjos for W, are also listed in
Table I, fcr ^ -• /\ , ih'j va lue ci £j obtained .by requir ing
Eq. ( 2 . 4 - 7 ) tc- give- C. = C^, for l i k e atcv; in teract ions .
A second set. oi u r p r e x i r a t •_:.TI f - J r r c i - J i e rr.ay'be cbtained for W4
and C, vhich do not ir.vslvc the f i'.iar i ? a b x M t ius ci the in teract ing
atoms. A p p l y i n g 'Jr.sc'ld's i;.-pvr.x.-' at \.on -i-i E-^ . ; ' 2 .> -19) and i.sing the
' • v~i' r"1^
Reiche-Ihor.as-'Kuhn sum rule , Z_. J (K^l) - /y)^  yields
= J/2. ^a^b . - ( 2 - 4 - 9 )
Here /M is the number of cleccvcns ir. 31 or! a •. Ihe corresponding
approy.imaLicn lor C is in von by
r =
If the average energies, A , are chosen to be the first ior.ization
potentials of toe interact ing ato.TS,-Eq. (2, •'•-10; gives poor
- K
approximations tc C . Instead, we ^hocae £± z c^ . che
value of £> obtained by r e q u i r i n g Eq. (2 ^ » - l C ) to give Kincs ton 's
value for C,. for like atc:n in te rac t ions . Values of W. computed
6
 +*
* - Kfrom Eq. (2 .4-9) wi th Ai A ' are given in" Table I.
s-
W.. Approximations fcr the coefficients W .
 0 and W6 v* LL,4;2 . LL, 3; 3
¥
12: A. E. Kingston., Phys. Rev. A 135, 1018 (196^).
13. ffc excellent discussion of the various sum rules, is given in
the review ar t ic le by J, 0. Hirschfelder , W. Byers Brown and
S. T." Eps te in , in "Advances in Qu sntuir Chemistry" (edited by
P. 0. Lowdin, Academic Press. Ne,/ York, 1964), p. 225 -et seq.
I...
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are easi ly obtained f r r-:r. the trec-ic.?-.*',-/ u.ido hirracric oscillator
. , 14
 T . .
model . In tr.is app.-oxi:nar-:cr, ^acr. o i e c r r ^ n ;r, ztcrr. a
 } say, is
represented jy a 3-din:e.isior.al harir :.:;*:• D S C : "•.!•:• ici ci f u n d a m e n t a l .
f requency /\^ . The energy JTV^ - <-V -* u i i - i i ly stt equal
to the f i r s t i cn iza t icn po ten t i a l 1 . ';";-. i *;av£ func t ions for the
atom t'.re assu;i>ed tc be p r c J u c t b ur h r r i r - c -n ic osc :. ! iatcr VAV-. f unc t i cns ,
one for each e l e c t r o n The c o e f f i c i e n t s ci the varlJi-s in te rac t ion
energies are q iven in terir.s ci £a ari.'i t l i«7 pc Isr i3-::bi l i l ies , CXj
 }
of the i n t e r a c t i p g atoms. If th is mode / is u^eo to ca l cu la t e
approximat ions for C, and »«'_. one wculci o b t a i n Eqs . ( 2 . 4 - 7 ) and
C ^ -
(2.^-8). The re.-ults for W ,
 0 and Vv. . areLL. -* ; t L-I-, J s
4_
The values of C . . W,
 T . _ and W, . . obtained from the
O LL; « , C J-J-._. Ji -J
oscillator iriC'Jel v;itti & ~ I > ate ccnrpared in Table II for various
rare gas interact ions -
F i n a l l y , the c o e f f i c i e n t . ^Vo " 2_i Vv^t;0 can be
estimated by applying Unsold E aj.proxinat ion tc Eq. (2.3-34);
14. See for exair.ple H. Margenau^ J. Chem. Fhys. ^  896 (1938);
refs. 2 and 3; J. F. Hornig and J. 0. Hirschfelder, J. Chem.
Pnys. 20, 1812 (1952); P. R. Fontana, Phys . Rev. 1.23, 1865 (1961),
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TABLE i:
Estimates for W a-.id W. . . . i-r Rare Gi-. Interactions,
• LLj *• , i i-L-- J, J
All .quanrit. 'es: are in ar.on.ic u n i t s - The i e lit iv i s c i : dis per sicr.
/
energies are given by cx"«'W
 / ^ •» W. .L I.-, •* , - —'—'; ' •
; ;"R and the v=-. der
..,6Waals energy by C,/R . The harmr-r.ic Ctc./»i=t": mcdoi 15 usc-i









































The choice of the average energies made in Eq. (2.1-13) tends to
overestimate each term in W ^. _ . We have evaluated these
coefficients for the He-He interaction_iis=ir.g che simple approximate
ground state helium wave function
2J
¥ \rr (2.4-14)
The integrals for <f= SS, SL, p; and I) are easily done. 15 The
evaluation of the integrals involving H . _ is discussed in
Appendix 2.C where a one-center expansion for this Hamiltonian is
15. The integrals, < C ° I H i o 1 0 > , fvvr all <f are discussed by
H. A. Bethe and E. E. Salpeter, "Quantuir. Mechanics of One-and
Two-Electron Atoms"(Acauemic Press, New York, 1957).
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derived. The resul ts are (for Z = 2)
= 0 .
0 -- /7.07J (2.4-15)
For the rare gas interactions considered here, the re la t iv i s t i c
2 6
interaction energy, (X (W1T /.0 + WT T T . - J ) / R > is °* order
* LL, ^ \ £- i-ljj J i J
2 -5
CX ~ 5 x 10 times smaller than the magnitude of the van der
Waals energy (sec Table II). For the He-He interaction the
n f f\ I
dispersion energy o< w, -/R is of order 10 cX. *- 5 v 10 c
o;u lines
smaller than the magnitude of the London energy and one would expect
this to be true for the other rare gas interactions as well. On
the other hand, for sufficiently large values of R , the (orbital-
current )-(electrostatic-dipole) dispersion energy'is not negligible
since it is of longer range than the van der VJaals energy (see below).
From these considerations we conclude, that in the generalized
Breit-Pauli approximation, the interaction energy for ground state
rare gas atoms is given through C/O^/K / by
16. As mentioned previously the Unsbld's approximation for W,.0
probably overestimates the magnitude of this coefficient. One
would expect W - to be of thejSame order of magnitude as
the other coefficients of 0( <X /R ). It should be noted that





For the-' Li'te.iv.ctiun o£ the rare gas atc;<i» consider od L- in Table I
P ~ i . The- r.'ino of the (nr;>i tj.i -cur: enO-.-.e Icct cos tat ic-dip >le )
dispersion er.cTf.y. IT. , L,i the v-i:i dor U'ari-s CTrgy, E, ,
givf.'n by
This ratio is tabulated as a function of R in Table III for
These order of .nagnitude results -ruggest chat the relativistic
dispersion energy, c^ W^ /R might be si-gnificant in 1ow
18
energy atomic and. rcolec..-.lar beart' scattering experiments.
- - - - - - *"
17. In general one vould expect tha"t the results obtained from
Eq. (2.4-9) ten-3 'to overestimate W, wh:.le the results from
Eq. (2.4-3) tenc to underestimate this coeificier.t .
18. It should be poirted out- that this 1/R^ dippersion energy could
be partially shie'ded by other effects, for exatr.ple higher order
relativistic energies arising wit-h large coefficients. Also, as
(discussed in p^rt I, we have neglected correction factors due to
retardation effects and to the coupling between electronic .and
nuclear motion. It has been shown that the nuclear -electronic
coupling is negligible" for atoms in non-degenerate states










Values of E /E '= - p o< R as a Function cf R for
4 6 r •
fl = I. Here E, is the (orbiLai-current)-(electrostatic-
dipole) dispersion energy and E, is the London energy.


























As an example of the results of part I we have discussed the
interaction of two neutral non-degenerate atoms. Applications to
other interacting systems will give dispcrfion energies similar
to those derived here and will yield ether types of interaction
energies as well (see I, Sec. 1.4).
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Appendix 2./>- n-.c Winner•_• h'c/Karj: Tne^r_f.r
m ' --'" -~~ • .In the df.r : vat :;•'.' -.;f 'Jit v-iv i „•>•.)• inter?-: t ion er.er-gies of Sees. 2 . 2 .
19..2C •
and 2.3 the W i g r u - r - i ^ k ^ r t - t iect et? JS used repeatedly to s impl i fy .
the general v e s u V t s c-i p a r e I. '!hc p - j c p r a e of t h i s Apper.Uix is to •
ditcuss the W : e n e r - E c k a r t theorem -sod i ts u s e f u l n e s s in the calculat ion
of I'ong range inter a c t ion or er g^es.
' Let T« be a cc-ir-pc-nent of ^n i r r . e Juc ibVe ^phe: i c a i tensor
J
^-tl ' '
operator of rank X , r>. - • A ' _, •• J( * 1 . . . . A , v rh ich is de f ined
1 .
with respt'CL to the anguisi non.fntun; operator ± . (see Appendix l.C)
Let us consider the matrix elements of T« with respect to tht
39 .




^ Such matrix elements appear repeatedly if the treatment of long
range interaction energies between atcir.s. In the vork of Sees. 2.2
and 2.3 we are specifically concerned with J_ = L, S .
»-, . ~'
One of the f i r s t steps in reduc ing '.he general resul ts of
part I to the expressions obtained :n Sees. 2.2 and 2.3 is to
I
19,E. P. Wigner, 2. Phys. 43, 624 (1927); C. Eckart, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 2, 305 (1930)'.
20.M. E. Rose, irEleT;entary Theory cf Angular Momentum" (John Wiley
f. and Sons, Inc-,, New Vork, 1957), A. R. Edtionds, "Angular
i\ Momentum in Quantum Mechanics" (Princeton University Press.;
•${ Princeton, New Jersey, 1957).
* •
dt 'Lev-mine the selection rules for the irreducible tensor operators,
/rtT« . This is easi ly accomplished by the Wigner-Eckart theorem
which states that
<uvi vuw = c<m; »
 m
(2.A-3)
The quantity <C&jJ')l "Tjj II ^ J / is called the reduced matrix
element of the set of tensors T» and is independent of U>'
 } /Ffi-
and CO . A useful alternate expression for Eq. (2.A-3) is
(2.A-4)
The section rules for the irreducible tenser operators arise from the
-conditions under which the Cleosch-Gprdon coef f ic ien ts in Eq. (2.A-3)
vanish. The C(J ^. J" ;i*»/mi~>') vanish unless
- oo -f-/m (2.A-S)
(2.A.7)
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Also the following relations ars useful
-O , uniess J •«• J? + J' even, (2.A-8)
.The selection -rules for J. , with m =• 1,0. -i, are"
(2.A-10)
The WLgner -Eck-art theorem peririits a further simplification over
that afforded by the selection rules for the fg . Namely, all
non-zero matrix elements of the type given by Eq. (2.A-3). for fixed
J , x and J , may be written In terms of a single unknown quantity,
the reduced matrix element. The reduced matrix element may be
determined by calculating the left hand side of Eq. (2.A-3) once
only, for some convenient choice of W , /7T\ and U/
S \J(e>\U
Appendix 2 . B : On the V a n i s h i n g of >T IH^ _
f P- J? > 0 .- ' ' • .
In the .discussion of the re iati-'istic interaction energy
given in Sec. 2.3 we make use c'f the following theorem:
/ ^\ \
where V is giver by
and f^ (A') and f^(B') are real.
For the orbit-orbit Hamiltonian, H
 } the theorem is mostLL
easily shown without recourse to the explicit form of the
expansion coefficients H, , .
LL,m
From Eq. ^l.A-18) .it is easy to show that
0°
s.. , o
.-x/m • "*• ^ T
where






Integrating ever the electronic coordinntes of atom a gives
' (2.3-7)
where
LI =_ S (Pi t\')\ fi/A -M 1 (fil A') ^
(2.B-6)
Since J(t) ir- a function of the position coordinates of electron
"t , the operator '-pt i ^ *^ "*" }"(*) ' ^ t / is a
purely .imaginary Hermitian operator of atom b. Since ^(&} is,
chosen to be real, the integral I vanishes. Thus from Eq. (2.B-3)
21
we obtain
y1 /u^'m i u ^ < o ) > -0
-
 L
 >T m*-L^! ' ' • • (2.B-9)
/W'Zi
21. It is well known that for a real atomic wave function ty' , of
the orbital form, the expectation value of H**' vanishes
(see for example H. A. Bethe and E. E. SalpetefJ "Quantum
Mechanics of One- and Two-Electron atoms" (Academic Press,
New York, 1957), p. 189; A. Froma'n, Rev. Mod. Phys. 32. 317
(I960)), this theorem is analogous to the result of Eq. (2.B-9).
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Since Eq. (2.B-9) holds for all R , ;we obtain the result, of Eq.
(2.B-1) for { = LL .
The expansion coefficients H • and H_, for m > 0 .
,m oL,m
both contain rank one spin tensor operators of the atoms a or b.
Thus since the states A' and B1 represent non-degenerate states
of the atoms a and b \ X. " --Sl» = . "*• " "b ~ ° )
Eq. (2.B-1), for d"= SS. SL, follows from the Wigner -Eckar t theorem.
The theorem is trivial 1'or H and H_ since H = H_ =0.p D
for m > 0.
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Appendix 2 .C: A One-Center Expansion for the Atomic Orbit-Orbit •
Hami'l cpnian • . " ' • " • ,
Integrals involving the atomic o rb i t - c rb i t coupling Hamil-tonian •
C . ' . 2 2
occur in the" ;expressiori Car W ." - .. • Here we derive a one-center
expansion for H „(«•» w h i c h f ac i l i t a tes the calculation of these
*•*"> " '
integrals and which may be useful in other contexts as well.. 1'he
i
integrals involving H
 n(cO , which occur in che Unsbld 's
~ i~>«
approximation for W ,. , are evaluated for the He-He i n t e r a c t i o n .ijij j o J O
For convenLtnce we will denote the orbi t-orbi t Harailtonian for atom
a ., .»ay. by H in this Appendix .
The operator K , for two electrons, can be written in the
1. LJ
form
H., s . J - l Q , + QJLULU
 - ' (2.0-1)
where
^ (2.C-2)
t3 " IL^~ '*• ' -1- ~ . "' fix' ~IS" "' "•*• ' o
 r.o\
'2. The rgpthods used are similar to those^used in the derivation
of the one-center expansion of the spin-orbit Ilamiltonian by
M. Blume and R. B. Watson^ Proc. Roy. SoC. A270. 127 (1962).
I5
I
0 ' ' .
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- • 23The one-center expansion for i . - r .^ is given by
(2-C-4)
V ' ' y'
where i&^ is r .u ' spnerical h?.r;ncrr_c .X (^v T*C/ . The
*t -»4.
corresponding one-center exp<?.n=icri tot , che opera tor Q1 is given
in spherical tensor form by
(2.C-5)
Here J/ ' is "the sol -' d'"harmonic operator obtained by replacing -,
U« ' o V^io AN
the components of t m J«t!) - f la ( U -> r J by the components
of the gradient operator in r" -space,
•• 20
Using the gradient forrr.ula ,. che K - t h component of the f i r s t
rank tensor (V. 7- j is given by




2S. See for example E. U. Condon and G..H. Shortley, "Theory of Atomic
Spectra" (Cambridge UniversityPress, London, 1935).
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and £(x-y) = I1 for y. > y ; . = 0 for y > x .




Finally, we require the one-center expansion of







Combining the results of Eqs. (2.C-6) - (2."-9) we obtain the one-
25








24. M. E. Rose, J. Math, and Phys. .3.7. 215 (1958).
25• The spherical tensors of the same argument -could be coupled
together in Eq. (2.C-10).. However, it is often more convenient
not to do this until after Q« has operated on a function.
a
. ' • _ : ' ' • '. 104
The one center expansion for H.'-. ib giver, by Eqs. (2.C-1),
(2.C-5)' and (2.C-10). Fc-r the He-He, interaction the approximate ;
expression for w T-'t.n > giver, by tic.. (2. ',-}•{). contains the





-,3 -^^ (r.+r,.} (2.c-i4)
z^ e .
If
Here we evaluate the integral I? explicitly. The other integrals.-
are easier and can be treated in an analogous manner. The following
- 20,26
properties of. the Ciebsc'.i.-Gcrdon coefficients, C( o-\> c;ot
and the Racah coefficients, W (o. b cd ; e-i J are useful;
26. A. Simon, J. H. Var.der Sluis and I/- C. Biedenharn, Tables of the
Racah Coefficients, Technical Report ORNL-1679, Physics Division,









Letting Q,j operate on the product
integral !„ may be written as





















( 2 . C - 2 0 )
' ( 2 . C - 2 1 )
Integrating over the angles in Ec i . ( ^ . - - 2 0 ) y ie ldc-
X
C2.C-22)
27. We have rnade use of the symrr.etry relations fc-r the Clebsc.h






Integrating over the angles in Eq. (2.C-21) ;
r 11,1) 4^4^ .


















Summing over to , ft.. M -ir:d n-:
V L'-o
•g iiqs ?.C-i^ «,r,d. (2.C-16) yields
.. '' - :.'2.C-?.7-)
Applying Eq. (2.C-17) o-e can express r.ra= pv-Juc: j C( Ll?^ °) C( pA^ oo;,
in terms of the Racah coeiii; ie.,T:; '•••' (H i kj p-ft) Irer. 5u'j-.'i.r.g over p
Pd using Fq. t'2.C-I8; one OOC-A-CS l:'.rr<i;iy
~11A- N
- .. (2.C-28)
The techniques illustrated in the evaluation of T9 ^p?iy equally
well to the calculation -;-f the -'ct her i-.teg>c-:= defined in Eq. (2.C-15'
























The values of the radial integrals appearing in I,, '., I6 are:
3 3
, - (Sf- I*






Fi.nally, evaluating the Clebsch-Toroor. i.;»&f fi'iients in t
expressions for the. integrals I- ', '• '
 } l^ ve obtain; '
1 L>
e
T*
•>!>•
> L
